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FlexTrade Systems is a global 
leader in high performance 
multi-asset execution 
management and order 
management systems for 
equities, fixed income, foreign 
exchange, futures, and options. 
A pioneer in the field, FlexTrade 
is internationally recognized 
for introducing FlexTRADER®, 
the world’s first broker-neutral, 
execution management 
trading system, which 
allows clients to completely 
control and customize their 
execution workflows through 
a comprehensive ability to 
search/access liquidity while 
maintaining the confidentiality 
of their trading strategies.
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Buy-Side Trading Solutions

FlexONE™ OEMS

Multi-Asset Platform

FlexONE supports equities, fixed income, cash, foreign exchange, and corresponding 
derivatives. Built on open architecture principles, it solves even the most complex order 
workflows.

Technology First

Built from the ground up using state-of-the-art gRPC API  framework to maximize 
performance. FlexONE can handle thousands of orders and millions of executions while 
processing full order life cycle events.

Designed for Complex Workflows

Streamline your most complex workflows with an integrated execution and order 
management system. Our technology is built to scale: From simple to complex 
by handling order-entry workflow and execution in the same place. Enable easy 
implementation.

Bring Your Strategy to the Next Level

FlexTrade offers a robust quantitative solutions offering, including, analytics and 
algorithms so you can focus on best execution and strategy. 

Seamlessly Integrated Multi-Asset Order and Execution Management

Buy-side Institutions are facing a growing demand for cross-asset strategies that can add a fair 
amount of risk and complexity around order management workflows. FlexONE™ anticipates 
the need for trading desks to have order-entry workflow and execution on the same platform. 

FlexTrade’s FlexONE™ is the next generation multi-asset Order and Execution Management 
System (OEMS) for hedge funds, asset managers, and unique trading desks connecting over 
300 brokers via our FlexLINK broker network. It has been built from the ground up with 
performance, scalability and flexibility in mind.

Why FlexONE™?
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Key Features and Benefits

Buy-Side Trading Solutions 

FlexONE™ OEMS

Portfolio Management • Evaluate pro forma portfolios before sending trades to the desk

•  Integrated Risk Factor analysis (3rd party or custom factors)

• Dynamically slice and dice positions

•  Never miss a trade with real-time portfolio updates

•  Increase or decrease security exposure by cash, weight, or shares

•  Stage orders, run compliance, and route to traders in a single step

Operations • Integrate with leading prime brokers, fund admins, accounting systems, and matching 
platforms

•  Real-time cash management, including cash ladders

• Commission management

• Integrated reconciliation

• Corporate actions framework

Order Management • Advanced order marking engine and order splitting

•  Full locate inventory management and electronic requesting 

•  Real-time allocation across funds, prime, and strategies 

• Trade review and reporting

• Allocation workflows

• Pre- and post-trade allocations

• Predefined/preset allocation percentages

•  Exposure based proportional allocation

Compliance • Specializing in pre-trade and post-trade compliance, including batch processing.

• Full suite of exposure and exclusion rules

• Enable easy implementation

• Assign rules to multiple accounts

•  Provide compliance breach management with full audit trail

•  Rerun failed trades or override compliance rules

•  Allow multiple interactions between PM, trader and compliance officer in case of rules 
failure or overrides


